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Executive Summary 

The final season of excavations at Roeberry Barrow established the phasing of this 
complex multi-period burial monument. The trench was reopened in the central area 
and extended to the east to encompass a partly excavated cist. Excavations revealed 
that the monument originated as a stalled Neolithic chambered tomb with a 
rectangular central chamber divided into four bays by three pairs of large orthostats. 
The north-west cell was excavated down to the floor, however no in-situ burial 
horizons were found. The tomb was then backfilled and three stone cists were 
inserted. Two of these contained cremation burials (north and west) and the third was 
cut into the backfilled entrance of the chambered tomb (east). The cists are probably 
Bronze Age in date and had unfortunately all been disturbed. The final phase saw the 
construction of a stone built square barrow. The external walls were built onto the 
first tier of the earlier tomb revetment walls and a stone lined cist was constructed in 
the centre, partially destroying the central chamber and stalls of the Neolithic tomb. 
The square barrow central cist contained the disturbed remains of an adult male 
(SK1). The partial remains of a second inhumation (SK2 – child 8-10 years) were 
found within rubble just to the north-east of the square barrow cist. Disarticulated 
human bone was found in various deposits in the vicinity of SK2 and the east cist. A 
new evaluation trench was excavated this season, Trench H, at the Hesti Geo 
settlement which could be contemporary with the use of the barrow. The potential 
double Bronze Age house had external kerbing, internal walls and an internal 
surface. Carbonised material suitable for radiocarbon dating was also recovered. 
This report details the results of the 2011 excavation season which focused upon the 
north-west cell of the chambered tomb, the square barrow central cist and the trench 
extension to the east of the central area in Trench A, and summarises the results 
from Trench H.  
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1.0 Introduction 

The Orkney Research Centre for Archaeology (ORCA) was funded by 

Orkney Islands Council (Archaeology Reserve Fund) and the Scapa Flow 

Landscape Partnership Scheme (Heritage Lottery Funded) to undertake a 

third and final season of excavations at Roeberry Barrow, Cantick, South 

Walls, Orkney (ND 3405 8905; NMRS ND38NW5; Figures 1 and 2). The 

work continued the excavations undertaken in June 2009 and June 2010 

(Lee 2010a, 2011). The Hesti Geo prehistoric settlement (NMRS 

ND28NW20) was investigated with a small evaluation trench following a 

measured survey (ND 3383 8906). The excavations continued to address 

the research questions outlined in the project design for the 2010 season 

(Lee 2010b). The fieldwork was undertaken 20 - 29th June 2011.  

The excavations form part of an on going research project: The Hoy and 

Walls Landscape Project, which aims to investigate the multi-period 

landscapes of Hoy and Walls. The project commenced with a walkover and 

geophysical survey by the late Judith Robertson (2006, 2007). Evaluation 

excavations were carried out at Outer Green Hill in 2008 which established 

this as a Neolithic chambered tomb, and not an Iron Age broch as was long 

assumed (Lee 2009). The project then shifted to investigating parts of the 

Bronze Age funerary landscape of Cantick with the excavation of the burial 

mound at Roeberry (Lee 2010a). This revealed a complex multi-period 

monument which originated as a Neolithic chambered tomb, was used for 

cremation burials in the Bronze Age and was surmounted by a square 

barrow in the Iron Age (Lee 2011a). The recent discovery of two square 

barrow cemeteries in Hoy (Lee 2011a, 24-28) demonstrates that not only do 

such monuments exist in Orkney, but that the current known distribution is 

restricted to Hoy and Walls. Survey of the Braebuster area around the 

square barrow cemeteries is on going.  

The 2011 season of excavations continued with the investigation of 

Roeberry Barrow in light of the rarity of square barrows in Orkney. The aims 

were to establish the overall phasing of the monument, locate the cist 

relating to the square barrow phase, investigate the central area in order to 

establish the potential Neolithic phases and obtain material suitable for 

radiocarbon dating. An evaluation trench across the Hesti Geo settlement 
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aimed to establish the character and date of this monument in relation to the 

barrow and nearby broch (Hesti Geo Broch).  

The community training programme funded by the Scapa Flow Landscape 

Partnership Scheme remained an integral part of the project with 

opportunities to learn excavation and post-excavation techniques.  

This report details the results of the excavations at Roeberry Barrow and 

Hesti Geo settlement. The registers from the primary archive are shown in 

Appendices 1-5.  

2.0 Site Location, Topography and Geology 

Roeberry Barrow is situated on the southern coast of the Cantick Peninsula 

which forms the south-east tip of South Walls, an island to the south-east of 

Hoy (Figures 1 and 2). The site is situated on the western end of a c.25m 

high ridge above cliffs that run along the southern side of the peninsula. The 

land drops gradually down to the more sheltered waters of Kirk Hope in the 

north. The barrow is visible on the skyline from the north and is one of a 

number of prominent monuments in the area. Views from the mound are 

extensive and encompass the whole of the Pentland Firth, Hoy and Scapa 

Flow. The linear dykes investigated in 2009, which are medieval or post-

medieval in date, ran from the cliff top down to the north where they are cut 

by a modern drainage ditch. Stone field dykes, probably dating to the 19th 

Century, bound the area to the south. The Hesti Geo settlement is located 

180m to the west of the barrow on a level area of pasture at the top of the 

storm beach facing the Pentland Firth. Hesti Geo Broch is located 130m to 

the west within a scheduled area.  

The underlying drift geology consists of glacial till, and the solid geology 

comprises rocks of the Upper Stromness Flagstone Formation (British 

Geological Survey 1:100,000 Special Sheet, Orkney Islands, Drift and Solid, 

1999). The barrow lies at 21m OD and the settlement at 8.5m OD.  

3.0 Archaeological Background 

The archaeological background to South Walls and the Cantick peninsula 

has been described in detail in the desk-based assessment and shall not be 

repeated at length here (see Robertson 2006; Lee 2010a, 2011). The desk-
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based assessment and walkover survey identified 39 sites on the Cantick 

peninsula, from Bronze Age monuments and boundaries, to more recent 

boat nausts and WWII structures. Geophysical survey in 2007 indicated that 

Outer Green Hill was unlikely to represent the remains of a second Iron Age 

broch on the peninsula (Robertson 2007, 17). Subsequent excavations 

established that the large grassy mound is the remains of a large Neolithic 

chambered tomb (Lee 2009). A corbelled central chamber is encased within 

a stone built mound, comprising beach worn material, with two external 

revetment walls. The mound was investigated by antiquarians but potential 

human remains appeared not to have been disturbed. Late Neolithic to Early 

Bronze Age pottery was recovered from the disturbed chamber infill and 

other external layers. The tomb architecture appears to be of the Maes 

Howe type (see Davidson and Henshall 1989).  

Excavations in 2009 aimed to investigate the Bronze Age landscape in light 

of the discoveries at Outer Green Hill (Lee 2010a). The monuments at 

Cantick include a number of barrows, a burnt mound, a field system and 

possible settlement (NMRS ND38NW17; ND38NW19; ND38NW5; 

ND38NW11; ND38NW 6; ND38NW20; Robertson 2006). Roeberry Barrow 

is also associated with a series of three linear dykes to the south that have 

been suggested to be sub-peat and possibly prehistoric. Excavations aimed 

to investigate the character of the mound, assess the contemporaneity of the 

dykes and characterise the extent of the truncation caused by the 

antiquarian investigations.  

Two opposing quadrants were excavated over the mound at Roeberry 

revealing a stone built round cairn with a central cist complex (Lee 2010a). 

The early phases of excavation demonstrated that secondary box cists were 

inserted into the top of the mound to receive cremation burials. A marked 

change in funerary architecture was apparent when the mound was 

remodelled and a square outer revetment wall was constructed. The cist that 

related to the square barrow phase was not conclusively identified during 

earlier phases of excavation, however a number of disarticulated human 

bones were found in the central area around a large stone cist suggesting 

that there had been an inhumation burial. The disturbed remains of a 

neonate were also found. The 2009 excavations concluded that the square 

barrow phase could date to the Iron Age or Pictish period when rectangular 

burial cairns are known elsewhere in the north of Scotland, although it is still 
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possible that this phase of the burial monument dated to the Neolithic / 

Bronze Age. The nearby linear dykes were found to be turf constructed and 

were not sub-peat (which was not present in the area). They probably date 

to the medieval or post-medieval period as they sealed the subsoil.  

These initial interpretations erred on the side of caution due to the lack of 

datable evidence from the barrow, and broad typological and architectural 

comparisons were made with other sites. If the square barrow phase was 

indeed Pictish, it would be the first example in Orkney. The discovery of two 

potential square barrow cemeteries either side of the Braebuster road at 

Groups in Hoy by Dave Cowley (RCAHMS) using aerial photography later in 

the summer of 2009, supported the proposed Iron Age / Pictish date at 

Roeberry.  

The excavations in 2010 aimed to clarify the phasing of this complex 

monument, and in particular investigate the earlier structural elements and 

revetment walls. It was established that the primary phase of the monument 

consisted of an oval stone built mound with two outer revetment walls. Two 

stone cists containing cremation burials and the square barrow were built 

into this structure. The sequence of cists and orthostats in the central area, 

however, remained unresolved and it was unclear which structural elements 

related to the various phases of modification. Specifically, it was still 

uncertain which cist belonged to the square barrow phase and the character 

of the original Neolithic cist or burial chamber was not revealed. 

Investigations were complicated further by extensive disturbance from 

antiquarian excavations. The monument appeared to have three main 

phases of use - Neolithic, Bronze Age, Iron Age / Pictish – although it was 

not yet fully apparent which structural features belonged to which phase.  

The prehistoric settlement at Hesti Geo was first recorded by Raymond 

Lamb in 1987 when compiling the RCAHMS inventory (NMRS ND38NW 20, 

Lamb 1989). The site is described as ‘a mound 19m long and 8m wide set 

with many erect slabs, suggesting a pair of conjoined houses of Bronze Age 

type’. The remains of an additional partly eroded site was noted 17m to the 

west, although the enclosure and lynchet to the east are not mentioned (the 

site visit was made in August when the grass is long). The site was also 

recorded during the walkover survey in 2006 (Robertson 2006, site SWC13), 

however the enclosure was not noticed.  
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A second possible Bronze Age house was recorded during the 2006 survey 

on the east tip of the peninsula (Site SWC29, NMRS: ND38NW 19) which is 

in close proximity to a number of barrows (SWC28 and SWC30, ND38NW 

17 / 18. Both settlement sites at Cantick appear to be the remains of double 

houses, potentially similar in plan to the example at Sumburgh, Shetland 

(Downes and Lamb 2000). Examples in Orkney include the double houses 

at Wasbister (recorded as a possible burnt mound, NMRS HY21SE 20, 

Robertson 2005) which is associated with a number of barrows (e.g. MNRS 

HY21SE 3 and HY21SE 18) and an enclosure system to the west (see 

RCAHMS photo DP059840, HY21SE 18). Another example of a double 

Bronze Age house is located on the island of Auskerry, Stronsay, which is 

also associated with the remains of a field system (NMRS HY61NE 8). 

Excavations of double houses have taken place at the Links of Noltland, 

Westray (Moore and Wilson 2011), Skaill in Deerness (Buteux 1997) and 

House 8 at Skara Brae (Ritchie 1995, Downes and Thomas forthcoming). 

Comparative plans of Bronze Age house in Orkney are provided by Downes 

and Thomas (forthcoming, Fig. 3). The possible Bronze Age settlement site 

SWC3-5, 7 that was recorded in the walkover and geophysical survey at 

Cantick turned out to be a WWII searchlight emplacement (Lee 2010a, 7). 

4.0 Aims and Objectives 

The key research questions remained unchanged from the 2010 season: 

1. To assess whether the change in barrow architecture at Roeberry 

corresponded to distinct burial practices?  

2. Was the square barrow Iron Age / Pictish remodelling or does the 

mound represent a complex later prehistoric monument? Can hiatus 

be identified between different phases of use? 

3. How does this site relate to Outer Green Hill as a focus in the 

Neolithic funerary landscape? 

4. Are the earlier phases of the monument contemporary with the 

possible prehistoric settlement and field system to the west 

(ND38NW20)?  

The main aims and objectives to address these research questions this 

season were: 
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 Target the central cist complex and complex of orthostats to 

elucidate the constructional sequence.  

 Establish which cist belongs to the square barrow phase and recover 

any surviving human remains.  

 Investigate the probable Neolithic phases of the monument in the 

central area.  

 To recover material suitable for radiocarbon dating from each key 

phase of the monument.  

 Assess the extent of truncation caused by antiquarian investigations.  

5.0 Methodology 

The excavations were conducted following the project design (Lee 2010b) 

and the specifications stated in the OIC funding application. A local site grid 

and TBM was established in 2009 using a Leica Total Station theodolite. All 

survey points were stored in local grid coordinates (x, y) and Ordnance 

Survey Datum (mOD; z). Survey data was collected using a Leica 1200 

Series Total Station Theodolite and a Leica SmartNet GNSS Receiver.  

The excavations targeted the central area in Trench A, which was reopened. 

The east extension to Trench A was laid out with hand tapes and de-turfed 

by hand. The new trench across the Hesti Geo prehistoric house, Trench H, 

was also de-turfed by hand. Trench locations and small finds were surveyed 

using the Leica Total Station and tied into the site grid. The turf was carefully 

stacked nearby, and spoil and stones were separated for reinstatement.  

All archaeological features were excavated by hand and recorded in 

accordance with the ORCA excavation manual and ORCA standard practice 

(ORCA 2010). Deposits, structures and samples were recorded on individual 

pro forma context sheets in conjunction with digital photography. All 

drawings were made at 1:10 or 1:20 where appropriate. All photographs, 

drawings, levels, samples, finds and contexts were listed on separate 

registers. Small finds were plotted in 3D when appropriate. The main 

quadrant sections were recorded in previous seasons.  

Trenches A and H were fully reinstated and re-turfed by hand.  
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6.0 Results 

The results of the excavations are summarised below by trench and a trench 

location plan is shown in Figure 2. A detailed plan of Trench A with context 

numbers is shown in Figure 3 and a phased plan in Figure 4. A plan of the 

Hesti Geo house is shown in Figure 5 with Figure 6 showing the trench 

section and plan. Context and primary archive registers are located in 

Appendices I-V. Context numbers are referred to in bold in the text.  

6.1 Trench A 

The central area of Trench A was reopened by hand exposing the central 

cist (No. 4), west cist (No. 2) and orthostats. The north cist (No. 1) was not 

re-exposed. The trench was extended (2.6 x 2.5m) to the east of orthostats 

105 and 106 in order to fully expose the central cist formed by orthostats 

106, 128 and 137 that was partly exposed in the main trench baulk (No. 4). 

This cist appeared to be the best candidate for the square barrow cist, 

however the fills excavated during the 2009 season were loose, yielded no 

human bone and had been disturbed (Lee 2010a). Excavations of the 

remainder of the cist revealed the remains of a crouched inhumation burial 

(SK1) in the north-east end. The remains of a second inhumation burial 

(SK2) were found within rubble just to the north-east of the central cist. The 

eastern extension also revealed additional evidence for the Neolithic tomb 

including internal wall faces 234 and 251, and a large orthostat 235. This 

demonstrated that the tomb was stalled with four opposing bays with a 

probable entrance to the north-east. A third stone built cist (No. 3) was 

discovered cut into the backfilled entrance. Excavations continued in the 

central area, bounded by orthostats 105, 211 and 106 and wall 231, in order 

to examine internal deposits and structures within the tomb. The area 

between the large orthostats 105 and 211 can now be interpreted as the 

remains of a stall from the chambered tomb phase of the monument. The 

west cist (No. 2) was also re-exposed and the surrounding packing was 

removed as was the basal slab.  

The following sections roughly follow the phasing of the monument 

commencing with newly excavated elements of the Neolithic tomb, followed 

by the Bronze Age cists and culminating with the square barrow cist and 

burials.  
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6.1.1 Stalled tomb – east area 

Internal structural elements of the stalled tomb were discovered in the 

eastern extension of the trench. Following the removal of the topsoil 100 and 

a loose upper layer 102 two wall faces 234 and 251 and a substantial 

orthostat 235 were exposed to the north-east of orthostat 105 (Plate 1). The 

wall faces abutted the sides of the orthostats. These structural features 

formed the north-west side of the internal space within the tomb and created 

a second stall between orthostats 105 and 235, and a probable entrance 

passage to the south-east of wall 251. Wall face 234 was 1.30m in length 

and slightly curved. It was >0.5m in height with 6+ courses visible. Orthostat 

235 was 0.82m in length and 0.12m wide and was exposed to a height of 

0.3m. Orthostat 105 was 0.88m in length, 0.15m wide and 0.82m high.  

 

Plate 1: Wall face 251 (centre foreground) and (234 mid right) with east cist to left, 
looking south-west.  

The opposing orthostats for 105 and 235 in the south-east side of the tomb 

were not located and had probably been removed during later structural 

modifications including the insertion of the east cist (No. 3) and central cist 

(No. 4). The basal slab of the east cist was removed, however an opposing 

wall face for 251 was not identified (see below). Similarly, the rubble packing 

244 that abutted the south-east side of the central cist was removed down to 

the basal level of the cist, and therefore just above the chambered tomb 

floor, however there was no evidence for an opposing upright for orthostat 

105.  
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The internal layout of the stalled tomb probably consisted of four stalls in 

opposing pairs separated by large upright slabs. The wall faces in the stalls 

were on the same alignment and abutted midway along the side of the 

upright slabs. The far north-east internal wall 251 abutted the full width of the 

upright slab to the inner edge and has been interpreted as the side of the 

entrance passage. Wall 251 was excavated to a depth of 0.22m and three 

courses were exposed. The entrance passage was not excavated or fully 

exposed having partly been cut away by the east cist, at least at the upper 

levels. The long axis of the tomb was north-east to south-west, with the 

entrance passage extending to the north-east.  

The eastern area was not fully excavated and only the upper parts of the 

main structural features were exposed. The excavated deposits, therefore, 

derived from later phases of activity associated with the construction of the 

east and central cists (Nos. 3 and 4) and the insertion of SK2 (see below). 

The exception was layer 236 that filled the north-east stall. The layer was 

un-excavated but appeared to be the original backfill of the stalled tomb as it 

was truncated by, and therefore stratigraphically earlier than, both the 

central and east cists (cuts 280 and 283). SK2 was also laid upon the upper 

surface of the layer, suggesting that the area had been cleared to this level, 

before being covered with rubble 269 (see below). Layer 236 was not 

excavated due to time constraints and because the lower part of the stalled 

tomb had been sample excavated within the north-west stall.  

6.1.2 North-west chambered tomb stall 

Investigations within the area bounded by orthostats 105, 106 and 211 

continued. Layer 215 and the surrounding structural orthostats and walls 

that were exposed the previous season were cleaned and re-examined. The 

discovery of wall face 234 and orthostat 235 to the north-east of orthostat 

105 in the eastern trench extension (see above) suggested that the area 

between orthostats 105 and 211 was the remains of a robbed out stall (Plate 

2). The central area was difficult to interpret during the 2009 and 2010 

seasons due to the extensive robbing of stone from the stall rear wall 231. 

The broken and toppled orthostat 211 would have been the stall side. 

Originally, both the north-west and north-east stalls were 1.55m in width.  

The rear wall face of the north-west stall had been robbed of facing stones 

leaving an irregular edge 231 of stone 0.65m high which directly overlay the 
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glacial till 227. The edge revealed the core of the chambered tomb mound 

that was exposed in plan to the north (134) and to the south-west of stone 

211 (210). Mound core 210 had not been robbed and consisted of a roughly 

built wall face with seven irregular courses of flat stone with a face 0.75m in 

length that had been built up against orthostat 211. This more consolidated 

section was abutted to the south-east by mass fill layer 282 of loose mid 

orange brown silt clay 1.45m in length and 0.4m thick. The structure 

contained a soft soil matrix with more consolidated stones with a rough face 

to the north-east. Interestingly, the lower part of 282, consisted of a large 

slab which overlay layer 248. The sequence of layers 248, 249 and 250, 

excavated within the chamber to the north-east (see below), appeared to 

continue below the slab to the south-west. This could suggest that this area 

was a backfilled stall or cell, or more likely that these deposits had 

percolated into a void within the wall base between orthostats 211 and 124. 

Unfortunately, this relationship was only established at the very end of the 

excavation and the area could not be explored without extending the trench 

and removing deep overburden. It is probable that deposit 282 consisted of 

a less consolidated area of mound core and that this material varied in 

character and quality around the central chamber and stalls in areas behind 

wall faces and large upright stones. It is puzzling though why such a poor 

section of wall would be visible at the end of the chamber unless it was 

masked with an orthostat or short section of walling which was substantially 

removed.  

Two small facing stones from the internal wall foundation 239 had survived 

the robbing event and were orientated along the long axis of the stall. The 

stones were small (0.28 x 0.13 x 0.02m max.) and could have been used as 

levellers. These overlay the glacial till and were aligned with the 

corresponding wall face 234 in the north-east cell demonstrating the original 

line of the rear wall face. The stall was originally 1.55m wide, 0.5m deep and 

0.82m high to the top of orthostat 105. A linear construction cut 271 and 

packing stones were exposed in plan at the base of orthostat 105, but were 

not excavated.  

The upper part of the original rear wall face 239 of the stall seems to have 

been removed just prior to the breaking and toppling of large orthostat 211. 

This appears to have occurred during the insertion of the square barrow cist 

(No. 4) rather than from subsequent antiquarian investigations as previously 
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considered. The interpretation of this area was hampered during the 2009 

and 2010 seasons as the overlaying excavated deposits (201, 175, 103) 

were revealed to be the fills of a robber cut 273. This cut truncated the rear 

stall wall 231 and wall face 239. The loose stony upper fill 103 may have 

resulted from a second phase of robbing by antiquarians when all the cists 

were disturbed. This episode does not appear to have reached the floor of 

the stall.  

  

Plate 2: North-west stall, left, with broken orthostat 211 in the foreground and the 
square barrow cist to the right, looking north-east.  

Several layers were excavated from the area within the north-west stall and 

central chamber of the Neolithic tomb. Only a small part of the central 

chamber was investigated, but this contained a sequence of deposits just to 

the south-east of the toppled orthostat 211 and which continued below the 

square barrow cist. It was decided that the square barrow cist would not be 

removed, as it would be difficult to reconstruct, which restricted the area of 

the chamber available for investigation. The interpretation of this area, 

therefore, has been limited.  

The layers within the chamber were banked up slightly outside the threshold 

of the north-west stall and included several stone slabs. The uppermost 

layer consisted of two large stone slabs 229 (0.87 x >0.55 x 0.12m) which 

leaned at a 45 degree angle to the north-west. It is possible that this slab 

was formerly an upright stone that may have been structural to the tomb or 

divided the internal space. The slab continued below the square barrow cist 
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and was overlain to the south-west by stone packing 136 that was 

associated with the west cist (2). The slab appears to have been disturbed 

from its original location during the construction of the cist.  

 

Plate 3: North-west stall with orthostats 106 and 211 left and right, slabs 228, and 
layer 215 below the scale bar, looking south-east.  

Slabs 229 overlay a small area of possible paving or levelling 228 (>0.65 x 

>0.56 x 0.09m) that may have been deposited prior to or during the 

construction of the square barrow cist. Interpretation of these slabs is 

problematic due to the small area that was observed. The slabs continued 

below the square barrow cist to the south-east. Below 228 was a layer of 

soft mid orange brown clay silt 248 that was 0.05m thick that may have 

formed a levelling layer for slabs 228 (Plate 3). Layer 248 was confined to a 

small area south of orthostat 211 and continued below the square barrow 

cist. Below 248 was a layer of lightly compacted mid brown orange silt clay 

249 that was >0.84m x >0.8m x 0.06m (continuing below the square barrow 

cist) and contained moderate small angular stones. The compaction of 249 

and the manner in which layer 248 peeled off suggests that this deposit may 

have been a surface. Interpretations of this deposit are limited due to the 

small area observed, however the deposit could have been used for levelling 

or raising the south-west end of the tomb chamber floor. The recovery of a 

small sample of otter spraint (Sample 84) from the upper part of 249 

suggests that the deposit formed a surface at some point, however the 

duration of this is unclear. The presence of otter spraint also suggests that 

the Neolithic tomb was left open, at least for some of the time (see 
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discussion).  

A small patch of lightly compacted mid brown orange slightly sandy clay slit 

250 (>0.6 x >0.4 x 0.06m) was found below layer 249. Layer 250 formed a 

small discrete raised patch of floor material at the far end of the tomb 

chamber and overlay floor layer 215. The deposit continued below the 

square barrow cist to the south-east.  

A small patch of charcoal (265) was visible to the north of layer 250 and 

became more pronounced following the removal of a stone slab that may 

have formed the south-west end of a line of edging stones 263 that sloped 

into the stall from the threshold area between the chamber and stall; an area 

between the south-east ends of orthostats 105 and 211. The north-east slab 

of 263 was the more convincing as a boundary and measured 0.63m x 

0.19m x 0.03m, however this was overlain to the north-west by floor 215 so 

must have been early in the sequence in this area. The slabs appear to have 

marked the boundary to the stall over several phases. The charcoal patch 

265 was located at the south-west end of slab 263. It was found to consist of 

a substantial piece of birch charcoal (Samples 79 and 94; Alldritt 2012) 

contained within a small scoop 264. The charcoal was not burnt in-situ and 

had been placed within the cut feature. It is possible that the charcoal 

originally consisted of a single large piece (or artefact) that had become 

fragmented. The shallow oval cut was 0.23m x 0.14m and 0.03m deep with 

a concave base.  It contained a single fill of friable mid grey brown and black 

silt clay 265 with very frequent charcoal pieces and stains and rare small 

angular stones. This scoop-like feature was cut into the upper surface of 

layer 215. 

Layer 215 was exposed during the previous season and was fully exposed 

following the excavation of the layers 250 and 249. It consisted of firm lightly 

compacted mid brown grey clay with yellow, grey and red mottles, and 

contained moderate charcoal flecks and pieces and occasional small 

angular stones. The charcoal may have spread from the fill of scoop 264. Fill 

264 could have been a layer preserved within a depression in the surface of 

215, however the scoop sides were distinctive and the feature appeared to 

have been deliberately cut. Layer 215 was 1.4m x 0.7m and 0.01 – 0.03m 

thick and continued below the square barrow cist to the south-east. It is 

possible that layer 215 resulted from trampling of the glacial till 227, however 
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the lower boundary was clear and well-defined suggesting that it was 

deposited rather than having been formed by trampling.  

Interestingly, layer 215 overlay the north-east foundation stone of the 

original rear stall wall face 239. This could infer that layer 215, and all the 

overlaying sequence of deposits to the south described above, post-dated 

the robbing of the stall rear wall. However, it seems more likely that this 

layer was trampled and spread above 239 during the robbing process or that 

the layer had intruded into a gap within the original wall face. The deposit did 

not continue to the north-west of 239 where glacial till was present. Layer 

215 has been interpreted as a thin floor layer within the north-west stall that 

had been slightly trampled, but was originally a discrete deposit. No human 

remains were found upon or within the layer. Geochemical spot samples 

were collected from 215 and analysis of these may demonstrate if the stall 

was used for human burial.  

A small square shaped post hole 275 was found cut into the glacial till 227 

below the original line of the stall wall face 239. The upper part of the main 

cut (0.23m diameter, 0.15m deep) was irregular and square-shaped in plan 

with a stepped profile. The lower part of the cut appeared to be a circular 

post hole that was 0.12m in diameter and 0.13m deep. The cut was filled 

with a deposit of firm mixed light grey yellow clay 276 that was 0.11m thick 

and contained two small sub-rounded stones that could have been packers. 

The upper fill 274 was 0.05m thick and consisted of lightly compacted mid 

brown grey silt clay with moderate small angular stones and occasional 

charcoal flecks. The presence of two fills and lack of post-pipe suggests that 

any potential structural timber was removed and not allowed to rot in-situ. 

This may indicate that the post was part of the construction process of the 

tomb forming a marker or timber setting (see discussion). There was no 

direct stratigraphic relationship between the post hole and layer 215.  

6.1.3 East cist 

A stone cist (No. 3) was discovered in the eastern trench extension that 

probably dates to the Bronze Age. It is likely to have been broadly 

contemporary with the north cist (No. 1) and west cist (No. 2). The east cist 

was built within a cut 283 that truncated the internal backfill 236 of the 

stalled tomb. The cist was also cut into the top of the backfilled tomb 

entrance south-east of wall 251 confirming that it clearly post-dated the use 
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of the tomb chamber. Although the north and west cists were inserted into 

the core of the chambered tomb mound their position seems to have 

respected the central chamber; the east cist, however, was built into this 

area. The location of the east cist above the backfilled entrance confirms 

that this, and probably all of the Bronze Age-type stone-lined cists, were 

later insertions following the backfilling of the tomb.  

 

Plate 4: East cist fully excavated, note the remains of the broken capstone 254, 
looking south-west. 

The cist was sealed by a sequence of stony layers 102, 225, 240 and 241 

situated in the eastern corner of the trench. The upper most layers 102 and 

225 were stony and loose and sealed layer 240 which consisted of a dump 

of slabs tipping off the top of orthostat 242. Below this, layer 241 was more 

consolidated and consisted of stony clay. These layers slumped into the top 

of the disturbed cist and sealed the cist box fill 255. The cist fill 255 was 

stony firm greyish brown silt clay and was contained within a robber cut 270; 

this was perceptible due to the damage caused to the cist and the lack of 

contents. The north-east side slab to the cist had been completely removed 

during the robbing event and only a small fragment of the south-east slab 

256 remained, the rest having been broken and removed (Plate 4). Part of 

the capstone 254 (0.97 x 0.35 x 0.04m) survived in-situ above side slab 242. 

The capstone had been trimmed along the outer edge. The robbing event 

was similar in nature to that found in the north cist where the downslope side 

slab and capstone were broken and removed and the contents disturbed / 

removed.  
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The east cist was similar in construction to the north and west cists with a 

large longitudinal slab 242 against which the end slabs 253 and 256 and 

basal slab 259 abutted. Internally the cist measured 0.9m long, 0.49m wide 

and was 0.52m deep with the long axis aligned NNW – SSE. The cist fill 

peeled off the basal slab and no in-situ human remains were found. It is 

unlikely that the antiquarian investigators removed all traces of a cremation 

burial if they had encountered one. The disturbed cremation burials within 

the north and west cists gave the impression of having being sorted through 

and swept towards the sides of the cists, and a significant quantity of 

cremated bone was left. The east cist fill 255, which was derived from the 

robbing event, contained several pieces of disarticulated human bone. This 

suggests that the cist may have contained an inhumation burial, or at least 

disarticulated human bone, however the bone may have been residual and 

come from elsewhere in the monument.  

The cist was surrounded with packing stones 252, 258, 257 and 281 which 

were contained within the construction cut 283. The cut was only perceptible 

on the south-west side where it truncated layer 236 and the remainder 

probably continued outside the trench. The external packing 257 around the 

south-east side of the cist was interesting as it contained patches of pinkish 

and reddish clay. Similar clay was found within packing stones around the 

west cist (see below).  

A levelling layer of stone slabs with a reddish brown silty clay matrix 260 

was found below the cist basal slab. This material could have washed 

through from the surrounding red clay packing deposits or could indicate that 

red clay was also used as levelling material and perhaps used as a 

foundation deposit. There was no evidence of any structures relating to the 

chambered tomb opposite orthostat 235 or wall face 251 below the cist. Any 

such structures appeared to have been removed prior to the construction of 

the cist, however they could survive at a lower depth. Excavations ceased in 

this area at the level of the cist foundation.  

6.1.4 West cist 

The west cist (No. 2) was re-exposed to investigate the surrounding packing 

and lift the basal slab to examine the area below. Packing 136 to the north of 

the cist abutted the exterior of slab 122 and consisted of large angular stone 

slabs with a loose mid orangey brown silt clay matrix containing frequent 
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small mammal bones. This overlay a basal layer of packing 243 containing 

frequent angular stones, large slabs, occasional charcoal flecks and human 

bone. The loose mid brown silt clay matrix within the stones also contained 

lenses of pink and red clay that was pressed into the edge of cist slab 122. 

Distinctive clays were deliberately incorporated within the cist packing during 

construction in a similar manner to the east cist.  

The basal slab 188 was lifted. It lay upon a layer of compact mid orangey 

brown silt clay 261 that was a maximum of 0.09m thick. This deposit sealed 

a layer of seven levelling slabs 262 that had been used to slightly raise and 

support the basal slab. The layer of silt clay 261 that sealed the levelling 

stones probably derived from infiltration of material from above. The levelling 

slabs sealed the glacial till which appeared to have been cleaned prior to the 

construction of the cist. There was no evidence of red clay below the basal 

slab. The glacial till surface was probably that of the levelled and scalped 

platform originally created prior to the construction of the chambered tomb 

(see Lee 2011). The construction cut of the west cist 285 cut right through 

the chambered tomb mound core 141 to the base and used the glacial till as 

a foundation. This contrasts with the north and east cists that were 

positioned higher up in the mound and were built into existing structural 

features.   

6.1.5 Square barrow cist and SK1 

The square barrow cist was confirmed this season as the large rectangular 

central cist that was half-sectioned during the 2009 season (Lee 2010). The 

sides along the long axis consisted of two large rectangular edge set slabs 

106 and 137. Slab 106 (1.85 x 0.06m x 0.75 max.) was at a slight angle 

resting on the face of orthostat 105. These orthostats originally protruded 

from the turf before excavations commenced in 2009. Large square slabs 

128 and 233 formed the cist ends (0.72 x 0.04 x >0.37 and 0.74 x 0.03 x 

0.58m respectively). Two side slabs, 106 and 128, were abutted by the large 

rectangular basal slab 216 whereas slabs 137 and 233 overlay it. Slab 137 

(>1.45 x 0.1m x 0.31) was originally two courses of edge set slabs, however 

the upper course had been truncated during the robbing event. A small 

portion of this stone survived in-situ at the north east end. The sequence of 

construction for the cist box, therefore, was firstly the erection of the side 

slab 106, which was abutted by 128 followed by the basal slab 216. Slabs 
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137 and 233 were then placed above the edge of the basal slab. The cist lid 

was missing. The cist measured 1.19m by 0.73m internally at the level of the 

basal slab and was a maximum of 0.75m deep on the north-west side. The 

capstone is likely to have sat slightly lower than the top of slab 106 resting 

on top of the end slabs at a level 0.6m above the basal slab.  

 

Plate 5: Antler pick head, SF113, layer 246 (by Emily Nisbett). 

Packing stones were found abutting all sides of the cist except on the north-

west side where 106 was abutted by deposits 103 and 175. Deposits of 

packing stones (138, 245 and 279) were present at the ends of the cist, 

however these were not excavated. A tightly packed deposit of packing 

slabs 244 to the south-east of the cist was excavated in order to examine 

the cist foundation and investigate whether any internal structural remains 

from the tomb survived in this area. Packing 244 consisted of large angular 

slabs stacked to a maximum depth of 0.6m abutting the exterior of side slab 

137. A hammer stone (SF110) was recovered. The removal of 244 exposed 

a series of large foundation slabs 246 which ran below the cist basal slab. 

This foundation was not visible on the north west side of the cist and may 

have abutted the lower edge of side slab 106 below the basal slab. A red 

deer antler pick head with use wear was found within the foundation slabs 

(SF113, Plate 5). The cist and foundation slabs were not excavated. A layer 

of substantial slabs 247 was visible below 246, however this could not be 

fully characterised. It is possible that slab layer 247 was another levelling 

layer or it may have been part of the tomb inner wall. The construction cut 
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280 for the cist was only perceptible at the north-east end and cut through 

the mound core 120 to the south-east. The construction cut 280 for the 

square barrow cist was the same event as the robber cut 273 which 

truncated the north-west stall. It appears that this part of the tomb was 

robbed in order to construct and provide material to pack around the square 

barrow cist.  

The square barrow cist contained a single fill 142 0.3m deep of loose 

material containing no human remains. The section excavated during the 

2009 season half-sectioned the cist and the remaining part was removed. 

Fill 142 was contained within a robber cut 284 that had disturbed an 

inhumation burial. The remains of a crouched or flexed burial SK1 were 

found in the north-east end of the cist (237, Plate 6). The antiquarian 

investigators had removed most of the skeleton and only the hands and feet 

had remained in-situ.  

 

The right and left feet of SK1 were positioned lying on the left-hand side in 

the northern corner of the cist. The position of the feet bones suggests that 

the lower leg bones were parallel to the north-west side slab 106. The head 

Plate 6. SK 1 within square 
barrow cist, looking north-
east. 
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would have been positioned at the south-west end.  A small remnant of 

original fill 238 was found below the feet but this was sterile in character. 

The fingers of the left hand lay along the base of side slab 106 and 

appeared to have been placed with the back of the hand lying downwards. 

The right hand was located on the other side of the cist but appears to have 

been slightly disturbed. A displaced fibula displaying a healed fracture was 

found at the far north-east end of the cist. The individual was an adult and 

probably male (Dave Lawrence pers comm.). The position of the hands and 

feet suggest a crouched burial with the knees brought up to the chest, 

however the hands were placed down to the side of the legs. A flexed 

position is perhaps more likely than crouched due to the lack of space within 

the cist. There was no evidence of any grave goods within the cist (including 

no evidence of staining on the basal slab from iron or bronze objects) 

although these may have been removed during robbing.  

6.1.6 SK2 

The remains of a second inhumation burial SK2 (278, Plate 7) was 

discovered 1m to the north-east of the central square barrow cist. This 

skeleton was not contained within a cist and was found with a sequence of 

rubble layers. The burial was placed upon the surface of layer 236 that has 

been interpreted as the main backfill of the tomb chamber and north-east 

stall. No grave cut was perceptible and it appears that this area was cleared 

down to the upper surface of 236 prior to the interment of the body. SK2 had 

been heavily disturbed and only the left hand and arm with part of the 

scapula remaining in-situ; the individual was a child aged 8-10 years (Dave 

Lawrence pers comm.). Various displaced bones, including ribs and 

vertebrae, were found in the vicinity. A deposit of lightly compacted stony 

dark brown silt clay 277 that was up to 0.05m thick was found below the in-

situ bones.  

The burial was covered by a layer of stone slabs 269 totalling 1.9m by 

1.45m that was placed around the north-east end of the square barrow cist. 

SK2 appears to have been truncated by the square barrow cist construction 

cut 280 that was visible after 269 had been removed. This suggests that 

SK2 predates the insertion of the square barrow cist and may explain why 

the majority of the skeleton was absent. It is possible that SK2 was also cut 

by the east cist construction cut 281 (see discussion). The majority of SK2 
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could have been truncated or cleaned away from the surface of exposed 

rubble areas during the successive insertion of cists over several centuries. 

Radiocarbon dating of the skeletal material would help elucidate the 

complex sequence of events in this area.  

 

Plate 7: SK2, looking south-east. 

6.2 Phasing – Roeberry Barrow 

1) Stripping topsoil and creating of a platform of glacial till - Neolithic 

2) Construction of double tiered stalled chambered tomb with three pairs of 

large orthostats forming four opposing stalls. Entrance passage to the 

north-east.  

3) Use of the burial cairn. No in-situ human bone found, dateable charcoal 

– Neolithic. 

4) Backfilling of tomb (layer 236). Possible burial within backfill SK2 (Child 

8-10 years) – Late Neolithic / Early Bronze Age?  

5) Three cist burials inserted into mound (north cist and west cists – 

cremation burials, east cist – inhumation?) – Early to Middle Bronze Age 

6) Construction of square barrow with square-shaped outer wall and central 

cist containing the remains of an adult male in probable flexed position 

on left side with hands by side SK1 – Iron Age (c.500BC– AD300) 
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7) Maintenance / refurbishment of square barrow wall (orthostats 159). 

Insertion of neonate burials – Iron Age? 

8) Unrecorded disturbance of mound, especially the box cists, by robbers 

or early antiquarians - Viking – 19th Century? 

9) Excavation by ORCA 2009-11.  

Note: phasing is provisional pending results of the radiocarbon dates.  

6.3 Trench H: Hesti Geo settlement  

by Antonia Thomas 

The Hesti Geo settlement consists of a prominent, low stony mound lying 

just above the storm beach. The size of the mound, and the indications of 

kerbing formed by several coherent rows of large orthostats, had led to its 

tentative interpretation as a Bronze Age settlement site (NMRS 

ND28NW20), and these features were indeed visible on the ground surface. 

In order to test this interpretation and assess the potential damage from 

coastal erosion, a linear slot trench oriented NNW - SSE and measuring 7m 

x 1m was excavated across the mound. The trench was positioned to 

incorporate two prominent north-east to south-west oriented orthostats at the 

north-west and south-east sides of the mound, and a north-west to south-

east oriented orthostat in the centre. These were assigned context numbers 

1002, 1013 and 1004 respectively (see below).  

The turf was removed by hand to reveal the 0.36m deep mid greyish brown 

clayey sandy silt topsoil 1000 which contained large amounts of rubble 

upcast from the storm beach. Underlying the topsoil was 1001, an extensive 

layer of large (average 0.35 x 0.35 x 0.05m) sub-angular blocky boulders 

within a matrix of mid greyish brown sandy silt, which spread across the 

extent of the trench. A pounder grinder (SF116) was found within this layer.  

Several large upright stones, which had initially appeared protruding through 

1001, and other structural elements were also recorded at this level. 

Orthostat 1004, which had been visible above the turf prior to excavation, 

was exposed to a depth of 0.54m; its secureness in the ground at this depth 

suggests that it was an original structural element. To the south-west of the 

trench a north to south oriented orthostat projecting from the eastern trench 
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edge may have been a further structural element; its extent was not 

ascertained but it aligned with a further orthostat 1018 which projects from 

the western trench edge section. A sondage excavated through 1012 (see 

below) revealed a packing stone tightly abutting the south of 1018 but no cut 

for the orthostat was identified at this level. A further stone which had been 

assigned context 1006, had initially appeared to be a structural orthostat 

was revealed upon investigation as an up cast stone within storm beach 

rubble 1001. 

 

Plate 8: Trench H, wall faces 1010 and 1011 with kerbing 1002 to right, looking 
south-west.  

At both the north-western and south-eastern ends of the trench, the removal 

of 1001 revealed a double-skinned north-east to south-east oriented wall 

running around the outside of the structure. At the north-western end of the 

trench, this comprised 1010, a 0.37m wide random coursed wall of tabular 

flagstone pieces, which formed the inner wall face of the external house 

wall, and 1011, a much coarser 0.35m wide wall of large blocky flagstone 

pieces averaging 0.45 x 0.35 x 0.15m in size (Plate 8). Over two courses 

survived of both these walls but they were only revealed to a depth of 

0.19m; the 0.11m-wide gap between walls 1010 and 1011 was filled with 

1009, a mid greyish brown clayey silt containing frequent small pieces of 

shattered flagstone. Adjacent to wall 1011 to the north-west was 1002, a 

0.71m-wide north-east to south-east oriented flagstone orthostat which had 

been visible protruding through the turf prior to excavation. It is possible that 

wall 1011 abutted orthostat 1002, or the orthostats may have been later 
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kerbing for the wall, however the stratigraphic relationship between these 

structures was not determined. A further large orthostat 1003 was partially 

exposed in the section to the south-west of 1002 and forms part of the same 

outer kerbing. Immediately to the north-west of 1002, the topsoil of 1000 was 

removed to reveal 1007, a layer of deliberately laid, slabby rubble in a matrix 

of mid greyish brown clayey silt. This was not excavated. A mid yellowish 

grey sandy clayey silt 1008 was also revealed underlying topsoil 1000 

around the rubble of 1007; it seems likely that this was the same as 1012, 

but was assigned a separate number due to its physical separation.  

 

This sequence of construction was mirrored in the remains in the south-

eastern end of the trench. Underlying 1001 at this end was 1014, a 0.36m-

wide north-east to south-east oriented wall of coarse blocky rubble forming 

the counterpart to wall 1011 at the opposite end of the trench; this abutted 

1015 to the north-east, a 0.31m-wide wall of tabular flagstone forming the 

inner wall face of the structure. The structural remains at this end of the 

trench were considerably disturbed in comparison to those at the north-

western end, a consequence of their location at the top of the storm beach. 

Plate 9. Trench H, showing 
kerb 1013 and wall 1015 in 
foreground, looking north-
east.
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Abutting wall 1014 to the southeast was 1013, a 0.80m-wide flagstone 

orthostat which had been visible above the turf prior to excavation (Plate 9).  

Also underlying 1001 was 1012, a mid yellowish grey sandy clayey silt which 

again filled the extent of the trench. Although this deposit was quite topsoil-

rich in nature, it appears to represent the interface with the underlying 

archaeological deposits and contained occasional charcoal flecks and small 

angular burnt and unburnt stone inclusions. Due to the depth (average of 

0.48m) of 1012, it was not fully investigated across the trench, although a 

1.4m-wide sondage was excavated between wall 1015 and orthostat 1018 to 

the north-west. In this sondage, the excavation of 1012 revealed a level 

layer of flagstone slabs 1017 which extended beyond the sondage and 

which appears to form a paved floor within the structure. At the south-

eastern end of the sondage, paving 1017 was partially overlain by 1016, a 

soft, very dark grey ashy sandy silt containing occasional small charcoal 

inclusions. Significantly, two carbonised barley grains, willow charcoal and 

burnt peat / rhizomes were recovered from bulk samples of 1016 following 

wet sieving (Sample 86; Alldritt 2012), the former suitable for radiocarbon 

dating. With the exception of the 0.04m deep layer 1016, paving 1017 

appeared to have been kept rather ‘clean’; as such, it seems possible that it 

represents a secondary layer of flooring within the building.  

Although it was not possible to recover any dateable artefactual evidence, 

other than the broad prehistoric date inferred by the pounder-grinder, the 

nature of construction of the structure occupying the mound invites 

comparison with known Bronze Age houses in Orkney, which are often 

characterised by periodic revetment and a considerable longevity of use 

(Downes and Thomas forthcoming). Any interpretation of construction or 

phasing is limited by the small scale nature of the investigation, but it is 

possible that the outer kerbing for the structure, indicated by orthostats 1002 

and 1013, was a secondary addition as it appeared to abut the outer walling 

represented by 1011 and 1014. As such it is possible that the original 

structure was subsequently aggrandised by the addition of these orthostats.  
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6.4 Discussion 

The results from Roeberry Barrow provide some evidence of the tomb 

construction process. In the north-west stall, cut 275 may have predated the 

tomb as it was apparently sealed below the former stall wall face 239. 

However, there was no evidence for any ground surface above the till or any 

surrounding use related deposits. It is possible that the feature could have 

been truncated, although this was not apparent. The cut was equidistant 

between orthostats 211 and 105 and seems to reference, or be referenced 

by, the architecture of the stall. If the post hole held an upright timber marker 

post this may have been used when the tomb was originally laid out prior to 

construction. It is possible that an upright timber was incorporated into the 

rear wall of the stall, however this seems unlikely due to a distinct lack of 

evidence of similar timber features in chambered tombs in Orkney. It is 

possible that the post hole was in fact a stone socket, however the circularity 

of the main post hole cut suggests otherwise. The backfilled post hole would 

probably have been sealed by the rear wall face of the stall, unless there 

was a small recess or alcove. No evidence of such an alcove was found. 

The most likely scenario seems that the feature contained a timber post that 

was used as a marker for the layout of the main orthostats and wall lines. It 

is possible that the timber post (and perhaps others) along with the dividing 

orthostats served as a structure or monument in their own right, such as a 

stone / timber row or short avenue, which was later incorporated within the 

tomb mound. It has been suggested that the four large corner stones in the 

corners of the chamber at Maes Howe, and an empty stone socket 

discovered to the north of the mound, may have been a precursor 

monument to the tomb (Richards 2005, 243, 251). Perhaps precursor 

monuments comprising the central dividing orthostats, and perhaps marker 

posts, occurred on a smaller scale at monuments such as Roeberry Barrow. 

Trampling of the glacial till at Roeberry perhaps indicative of pre-

constructional activity, was, however, not evident, unless layer 215 was 

contemporary with any pre-tomb monument rather than deriving from the 

use of the tomb, which seems unlikely. Disturbance of the upper part of the 

till 219 in the north-west external section (excavated in 2010) was 

interpreted as trample inflicted during the construction of the tomb rather 

than predating it (see Lee 2011), but this could equally relate to pre-tomb 

activity. Whatever the scenario, the internal post held within 275 seems to 
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have been removed prior to the construction of the tomb rear wall 239 in the 

north-west stall.  

Wall face 251 on the north-east side of the tomb has been interpreted as the 

side wall of an entrance passage. This hypothesis cannot be proved as the 

east area was not fully excavated, but seems likely. A side entrance to the 

south-east is possible, masked by the disturbance from the construction of 

the square barrow cist. Side entrances are not uncommon in stalled tombs, 

for example that at Blackhammer, in Rousay, Ustan, in Stenness and, 

perhaps at the site of the closest comparison to the tomb at Roeberrry, on 

Burray (Davidson and Henshall 1989, 103, 107, 164). There was no 

evidence for an entrance passage to the south-east of the central chamber 

at Roeberry, Cantick, during the excavation of 244 or in the outer revetment 

walls. Investigations of the south-west end of the central chamber were 

inconclusive and it is possible that the less consolidated part of mound core 

210 / 298, below which some internal layers appeared to continue, was a 

blocked entrance or end cell. The proposed entrance to the north-east could 

equally have been an end cell with the entrance elsewhere. Unfortunately, 

time constraints did not allow for further extension of the trench to the north-

east or south-west and the most likely scenario is that the entrance passage 

was to the north-east below the east cist.  

The sample excavation of the north-west stall has provided some insights 

onto the use of the tomb. Significantly, no in-situ human bone was found 

within the stall or layers within the small part of the chamber that was 

investigated. Disarticulated bone was found in the stall robber cut fills, 

however this could have been mixed in from anywhere in the vicinity during 

the extensive antiquarian investigations. The excavated stall was sterile, 

begging the question whether it ever received any burials or was it cleaned 

out before backfilling at the end of the Neolithic or beginning of the Bronze 

Age. Another scenario is that the bone was removed and the area ‘cleansed’ 

during the construction of the square barrow cist. It would be expected, 

however, that small fragments of bone would be missed during any cleaning 

out. Perhaps the disarticulated human bone found within the robber cut 273 

fills (201, 275) was derived from the Neolithic tomb.  

Iron Age communities are renowned for having taken an interest in Neolithic 

monuments, often accessing and remodelling them (Hingley 1996, 1999). 
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This may have worked on several levels at Roeberry where part of the 

Neolithic tomb may have been cleared of human remains, substantial 

sections of the internal walls were robbed of stone and a carefully 

constructed square outer wall was built. The appropriation of the mound for 

the square barrow was clearly a complex process. The charcoal from the cut 

feature within the north-west stall could derive from either the use or closure 

of the Neolithic tomb or its modification during the construction of the square 

barrow. Radiocarbon dating of the charcoal will help clarify this sequence of 

events.  

Alternative interpretations for the apparent lack of human bone within the 

tomb are: that the tomb was not used for burials; originally there was little or 

no human bone - use of the tomb could have have been relatively short lived 

and it may not have received many internments; that specific areas within 

the tomb (e.g. certain stalls or compartments) were used for the deposition 

of human bone and other areas were left clear; or that burials were removed 

during the closing of the tomb in the Neolithic. The cut feature containing 

charcoal 264 was situated on the threshold of the stall and may indicate that 

this part of the tomb was used for different depositional practices and rites. 

The cut feature 264 and nearby slabs 263 seems to demarcate the threshold 

to the stall. It is possible that preservation conditions within the tomb were 

not conductive to the survival of human bone, however survival was good 

elsewhere in the monument.  

The concentration of fishbone above layer 249 at the south-west end of the 

chamber has been interpreted as otter spraint (Sample 84). Otter spraint has 

been found in several Orcadian tombs (e.g. Holm of Papa Westray North, 

Papa Westray and Banks, South Ronaldsay) sometimes in great quantities. 

The presence of otters inside the tomb at Roeberry infers that it was left 

open, at least for short periods of time, and confirms that 249 and 215 were 

some kind of floor level. The limited frequency of spraint within this sample 

of the interior space of the tomb could indicate that the tomb was rarely left 

open, however the evidence is limited. It is also possible that the 

concentration of fish bone was derived from material falling in from a higher 

level during the construction of the square barrow cist. Fish bone was 

common in some of the upper layers of the mound and was probably 

deposited by sea birds feeding on fish. A high concentration of otter spraint 

was also found in the west cist among the cremation burial 183. Analysis of 
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the fishbone from 249 might determine whether it had been digested by 

otters.  

The discovery of a third stone lined box cist (No. 3) in the eastern area 

enhances the interpretation of the Bronze Age phase of the monument. The 

new cist differed in that it appeared not to have contained a cremation burial 

and was associated with disarticulated bone that may have originated from 

an inhumation burial. This interpretation is speculative, however perhaps the 

cist was built into the backfilled tomb entrance as part of some kind of 

closing rite. It has been suggested above that SK2 could be early and may 

have been truncated by both the square barrow cist and the east cist. If this 

was the case, the east cist would considerably post-date the closing of the 

tomb and could have been broadly contemporary with the other box cists. All 

of the box cists are similar in construction with elongated slabs along the 

long axis. Red clay was incorporated into the packing around with both east 

and west cists demonstrating the deliberate selection of material and 

probable contemporaneity. It is possible that other cists lay undiscovered in 

the unexcavated parts of the mound. The excavated cists seem to broadly 

respect the central chamber of the Neolithic tomb suggesting that the cist 

builders had some kind of knowledge about the monument.  

The discovery of the remains of a burial that appears to relate to the square 

barrow is significant. Although it is disappointing that only such a small 

proportion of the skeleton survived, there is sufficient to radiocarbon date 

and infer the position of the body in the cist. Some of the disarticulated bone 

found throughout the monument, specifically the mandible and skull 

fragment found in the north cist, and the fragments of long bone found to the 

south-west of the square barrow cist, are likely to belong to this central 

burial. The flexed inhumation indicates that the burial is likely to be Iron Age, 

and probably dates to the last few centuries BC or perhaps first few 

centuries AD. It is less likely to be Pictish (c.AD500-800) when burials 

tended to be extended supine in long cists (Close-Brooks 1984, 88-89). 

There was great variety in burial types in the first few centuries AD, but after 

AD500 extended burial in long cist cemeteries became the norm (ibid. 89; 

Grieg et al 2000, 608). The practice of raising a mound over a burial started 

again around the 4th to 5th century AD (Greig et al 2006, 608), therefore if the 

Roeberry burial is early, the well-constructed square barrow mound is rare. 

Grave goods accompanied both crouched and extended burials from the 
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later Iron Age period are known, for example the two iron penannular 

brooches found near Dunbar (1st – 2nd century AD Longworth 1965), 

however any such items would have been removed from the Roeberry cist 

during robbing; the acquisition of valuable metal objects being the likely aim 

of the robbing episode in the post-medieval period.  

The square barrow at Roeberry could be the earliest and finest example of 

such a monument in the Northern Isles, albeit with a disturbed central burial, 

and provides the only excavated evidence of formal burial within a square 

barrow in the archipelago. It is rare, and perhaps unique in a Scottish 

context, for a square barrow to have been constructed on and reuse an 

earlier prehistoric monument. The majority of Iron Age burials in Orkney are 

found in domestic contexts in brochs (e.g. Howe, Lominer 1994) and 

occasionally in ritual contexts inside souterrains (e.g. Rennibister, Marwick 

1927, although domestic contexts can also be ritualised); the human 

remains from these structures often comprising partial skeletons or isolated 

bones buried in unusual places (e.g. within rubble or cells / alcoves).  The 

funerary complex at the Knowe of Skea, Westray, contained numerous 

burials, including adults and neonates, which were placed in various 

contexts (Moore and Wilson 2006). The Knowe of Skea, however, is 

exceptional; the site having yielded the majority of Iron Age burials found so 

far in Scotland. Iron Age burials are generally rare (Ashmore 2003).  

The Neolithic tomb at Roeberry was backfilled and had been long out of use 

when the square barrow was built, however the Iron Age builders developed 

a detailed knowledge of the earlier phases of the monument. They carefully 

cleared the lower terrace above the lower external revetment wall to 

construct the square shaped wall, dismantled large parts of the internal part 

of the tomb chamber and constructed the large central cist. Perhaps this 

was not a single continuous sequence of events, and, given that Iron Age 

communities paid great interest in Neolithic monuments (Hingley 1996, 

1999), perhaps the tomb was excavated, the internal area cleared and the 

structural elements modified in stages. This hypothesis is speculative at this 

stage and the sequence of events would benefit from a series of radiocarbon 

dates.  

The chronology of the Roeberry square barrow and the square barrow 

cemeteries at Groups in Hoy (Lee 2011) is significant when considering 
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formal burial in the Iron Age and Pictish periods in Orkney. When compared 

to similar cemeteries in the north of Scotland, such as the cairns at Ackergill, 

Caithness (undated), Lundin Links, Fife (5-7th centuries AD, Close Brooks 

1984, 105; Grieg et al 2000), and the recently excavated cemetery at 

Redcastle, Fife (square barrows, AD500-700) the Groups square barrow 

cemeteries are likely to date to the Pictish period (c.AD300-700). The square 

barrows excavated at Sandwick, on Unst in Shetland (Bigelow 1984), are 

probably similar in date, however they bear a striking resemblance in 

architecture, burial type and location to the square barrow at Cille Pheadair, 

South Uist, dated to around AD700 (Parker Pearson et al. 2004, 117-119). 

Evaluation excavation and radiocarbon dating of the Groups cemetery in 

Hoy would be highly beneficial. If the date estimates proposed above for the 

Roeberry square barrow and cemeteries at Groups are correct, the 

chronology of formal Iron Age burial in Hoy and South Walls is highly 

significant in both an Orcadian and Scottish context.  

6.5 Conclusions  

The final season of excavation at Roeberry Barrow, Cantick, was successful 

in establishing broad phasing of this complex multi-period burial monument 

and recovering material suitable for radiocarbon dating. The monument 

originated as a stalled Neolithic chambered tomb, which had a series of cists 

added in the Bronze Age. A square barrow containing an adult male was 

built into the mound in the Iron Age. The history of the mound is likely to 

span some 3000 years and provides a unique insight into burial practices 

and the reuse of monuments in a single location. The complexity of the 

sequence at Roeberry demonstrates that the mound has never been one 

thing, but constantly changing and being re-discovered by communities 

living on the Cantick peninsula.  

In terms of the research questions:  

1) Different burial practices were identified for each phase of the monument, 

however no human bone can reliably be attributed to the Neolithic tomb. 

The Bronze Age cists contained cremation burials apart from the east 

cist which may have contained an inhumation. The remains of a 

crouched inhumation were found in the central cist relating to the square 

barrow. Datable human bone and / or charcoal was recovered from key 
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phases of the monument.  

2) The square barrow forms a distinct phase of the monument and not part 

of a complex Neolithic / Bronze Age monument. The square barrow 

demonstrates a continued concern with the mound for over three 

millennia with hiatuses between phases. Each phase involved some 

form of re-discovery of the monument.  

3) Excavations at Outer Green Hill and Roeberry Barrow have demonstrated 

a significant Neolithic presence on the peninsula in terms of funerary 

architecture. The question remains where were the community living? It 

is possible that the structures at the end of the peninsula or the Hesti 

Geo settlement were contemporary with the Neolithic tombs.  

4) The excavations at Hesti Geo settlement revealed the remains of a 

walled building with a possible paved floor that is likely to be a Bronze 

Age house. Charcoal and grain suitable for radiocarbon dating was 

recovered from secure contexts.  
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Appendix 1: Context Register  

Context Type Description 

221 Layer Backfill within central SB cist 
222 Structure Orthostat support for SB cist 
223 Layer Possible wall [224] core 
224 Structure Possible wall face near east cist, edge of layer 223 
225 Layer Stony layer abutting [224] 
226 Layer Stony layer abutting [224] 
227 Layer Glacial till underlying (215)  
228 Structure Slabs underlying (229) / (106) 
229 Structure Toppled orthostat underlying [136] 
230 Structure Orthostat underlying [229], W of [228] 
231 Structure Mound core – rear of NW stall 
232 Void Void 
233 Structure NE end of central SB cist slab 
234 Structure Back wall of NE stall 
235 Structure Large orthostat NE of [105] – NE stall side 
236 Layer Fill of NW stall 
237 Skeleton Skeleton 1 - within square barrow cist 
238 Layer Original cist fill under skeleton 1  
239 Structure Remains of robbed interior wall face – NW stall 
240 Layer Tipping rubble above orthostat 242, east cist 
241 Layer Stony layer underlying (240) 
242 Structure Orthostat underlying [224] 
243 Layer Layer underlying [136] 
244 Layer Packing stones against central cist, butts 137 
245 Layer Packing stones against central cist, butts 128 
246 Layer Packing stones against central cist, below 244 
247 Layer Flat stone and clay below 246 
248 Layer Silt clay layer overlying (249) and underlying [228] 
249 Layer Floor layer overlying (215) and underlying (248) 
250 Layer Floor patch overlying (249) sand underlying (215) 
251 Structure Wall face of tomb entranceway 
252 Layer Stone packing against SB cist, butts 253 
253 Structure Side orthostat for E cist 
254 Structure Capstone for E cist 
255 Layer Backfill within E cist 
256 Structure Side orthostat of E cist 
257 Layer Stone packing against E cist 
258 Layer Stone packing against E cist 
259 Structure Basal slab of E cist 
260 Layer Levelling stones under 259 
261 Layer Layer  beneath basal slab 188 of west cist 
262 Structure Levelling stones below 261, west cist 
263 Structure Possible edging stones underlying (215) 
264 Cut Cut of shallow scoop 
265 Fill Fill of [264] (charcoal SMP84) 
266 Layer Patch of clay underlying [215] 
267 Layer Patch of clay abutting [205] 
268 Layer Patch of burnt ? Underlying (266) 
269 Layer Stone packing east of central cist 
270 Cut Cut for robber trench within east cist 
271 Cut Cut for orthostat [105] 
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272 Fill Packing fill of orthostat cut of [271] 
273 Cut Robber cut of stall, cuts wall 239 / 231 
274 Fill Fill of scoop [275] 
275 Cut Cut of post hole, NW stall 
276 Fill Fill of [275] 
277 Fill Fill around skeleton 2 
278 Skeleton Skeleton 2 - to NE of square barrow cist (no cist / cut) 
279 Structure Packing to NE of central cist, butts 233 
280 Cut Cut for [279] packing 
281 Structure Packing for 242, within cut 283 
282 Layer Fill of possible cell overlying (249) & (241), butts 210 
283 Cut Construction cut for East cist, filled by packers 281 
284 Cut Robber cut within Sq. B cist, cuts 237 (SK1), Filled by 142 
285 Cut Construction cut for west cist, cuts 141 
286 Cut Robber cut within west cist, cuts cremation 183, filled by 142 

1000 Layer Topsoil 
1001 Layer Storm beach rubble 
1002 Structure NE / SW orthostat N End 
1003 Structure NE / SW orthostat W of 1002 
1004 Structure NW / SE orthostat, centre of trench 
1005 Structure E most orthostat, S end 
1006 Structure W most orthostat, S end 
1007 Layer Rubble N of 1002 
1008 Layer Subsoil N of 1002 
1009 Layer Stony deposit below 1001 
1010 Structure NE / SW wall face, below 1004 and 1011 
1011 Structure Outer wall face between 1002 and 1010 
1012 Layer Clayey sandy silt below 1001 
1013 Structure NE / SW orthostat, kerbing at S end 
1014 Structure Outer wall between 1013 and 1015 
1015 Structure NE / SW wall – inner wall face NW of 1014 
1016 Layer Ashy ?occupation layer below 1012 
1017 Structure Slab surface – possible floor below 1016 
1018 Structure NE / SW orthostat, centre of trench 

 

Appendix 2: Drawing Register 

Drawing 
No. 

Type Description Scale

65 Plan Wall context 224, East extension 
showing robber cut 

1:20 

66 Plan Skeleton 237 1:10 
67 Profile Central cist 1:20 
68 Profile Central cist 1:20 
69 Plan Central cist and packing stones 1:20 
70 Plan Central stall floor 1:20 
71 Plan Bottom layer of stone packing context 

246 
1:20 

72 Plan Floor context 215 in SW cell 1:20 
73 Section NE facing trench edge 1:20 
74 Plan Final plan of trench 1:20 
75 Section Section of scoop context 264 1:10 
76 Plan Final plan of SW stall 1:20 
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77 Section Profile of posthole 275 1:10 
78 Profile Profile of SW stall 1:20 
79 Plan Final plan - East area 1:20 

 

Appendix 3: Sample register  

Sample 
No. 

Type Context Reason for sampling

68 Bulk 138 GBA 
69 Bulk 221 GBA 
70 Bulk 226 GBA 
71 Bulk 136 GBA 
72 Bulk 142 Fill around skeleton 237 
73 Bulk 238 Fill under skeleton 237 
74 Spot  136 Charcoal, C14 and species ID. 
75 Spot  243 Charcoal, C14 and species ID. 
76 Spot  243 Shell, species ID. 
77 Bulk 243 GBA 
78 Bulk 244 GBA 
79 Spot  265 Charcoal, C14 and species ID. 
80 Bulk 241 GBA 
81 Bulk 248 GBA 
82 Bulk 249 GBA 
83 Spot  249 Geochemical 
84 Spot  249 Otter Spraint, GBA 
85 Bulk 250 GBA 
86 Bulk 1016 GBA 
87 Spot  243 Red clay lens against S. cist 
88 Bulk 255 GBA 
89 Bulk 255 GBA 
90 Spot  215 Geochemical 
91 Bulk 215 GBA 
92 Bulk 261 GBA 
93 Bulk 265 GBA 
94 Spot  265 Charcoal, C14 and species ID. 
95 Bulk 266 GBA 
96 Bulk 267 GBA 
97 Bulk 277 GBA 
98 Bulk 268 GBA 
99 Bulk 274 GBA 
100 Bulk 276 GBA 
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Appendix 4:Small Finds Register 

SF Context Description X  Y Z 

74  Small find gen 984.36 974.75 21.78 

84  Human bone 984.41 975.52 21.55 

98 102 Stone tool 986.64 975.46 22.43 

99 102 Shell 986.65 976.65 22.43 

104 102 Flint 987.33 976.54 22.37 

105 138 Human bone 984.87 975.25 22.00 

106 138 Human bone 984.86 975.23 22.02 

107 138 Human bone 984.85 975.22 22.02 

108 118 Human bone 985.90 975.74 22.13 

109 241 Human bone 987.44 976.63 22.12 

110 244 hammer stone 986.00 974.90 21.80 

111 243 Human bone 984.34 975.47 21.62 

112 248 Human bone 984.38 975.17 21.74 

113 246 Antler 986.40 974.95 21.69 

114 246 Animal bone 986.45 974.90 21.70 

115 241 Human bone 987.42 976.96 22.08 

116 1001 Hammer stone 333877 989099.6 8.37 

117 1001 Bone / / / 

118 269 Human bone 986.82 976.14 22.07 

119 269 Human bone 986.63 976.33 22.06 

120 248 Human bone 984.55 975.35 21.63 

121 241 Human bone 987.33 977.18 22.09 

122 241 Human bone 987.16 977.35 22.01 

123 241 Human bone 987.62 977.46 22.06 

124 241 Human bone 987.38 976.95 22.02 

125 241 Human bone 987.65 976.69 22.06 

126 241 Human bone 987.57 976.55 22.11 

127 243 Human bone 984.62 974.84 21.65 

128 241 Human bone 987.49 976.58 22.01 

129 241 Human bone 987.65 976.57 21.97 

130 255 Human bone 987.73 977.07 21.87 

131 255 Human bone 987.42 976.97 21.82 

132 255 Flint 987.67 977.07 21.86 

133 262 Human bone 983.41 973.67 21.57 

134 224 Human bone 986.86 975.95 22.24 

135 224 Human bone 986.70 976.43 22.21 
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136 224 Human bone 986.76 976.62 22.22 

137 224 Human bone 986.83 976.61 22.23 

138 224 Human bone 986.81 977.17 22.21 

139 224 Human bone 986.92 976.88 22.22 

140 224 Human bone 986.97 976.30 22.25 

141 224 Human bone 986.67 976.26 22.20 

142 224 Human bone 986.79 976.55 22.21 

143 224 Human bone 986.93 976.47 22.24 

144 224 Human bone 986.99 976.38 22.22 

145 224 Human bone 986.77 976.45 22.23 

147 269 Human bone 986.54 975.64 22.22 

148 269 Human bone 986.21 976.03 22.22 

150 269 Human bone 986.36 976.58 22.13 

 

Appendix 5: Photographic Registers 

Batch 1: 

Frame Description Direction 
of shot 

1 First uncoverings SE 
2 First uncoverings W 
3 First uncoverings N 
4 (102) with possible wall showing SW 
5 (102) with possible wall showing SE 
6 E exit showing (104) & (221)- (226) SW 
7 E exit showing (104) & (221)- (226) SE 
8 Layer (104) & (221) showing robbed out cist NW 
9 Wall [224] & core (223) W 
10 General pre-ex shots of N area SE 
11 General pre-ex shots of N area SE 
12 Central cist SE 
13 General pre-ex shot of central cist S 
14 W rectangular cist- general shot NE 
15 W rectangular cist- general shot NE 
16 Central area E of slab [124] NW 
17 Area E of slab [124] SW 
18 Area E of slab [124] SW 
19 Central cist SW 
20 Central area   W 
21 Earlier central orthostat SW 
22 Earlier central orthostat SW 
23 Central cist, broken orthostat [221] W 
24 Central cist, broken orthostat [221] NW 
25 Central cist, broken orthostat [221] SW 
26 Central cist, N edge NNW 
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Frame Description Direction 
of shot 

27 Orthostat [105] ENE 
28 Orthostat [105] ENE 
29 Orthostat [105] & [106] E   
30 Orthostat [106] SE 
31 Orthostat [106] SE 
32 Central cist area S 
33 Central cist area S 
34 Working shot NE 
35 Working shot  N 
36 Working shot  - 
37 Working shot  - 
38 Layer (118), [233], [222] & (120) NE 
39 Working shots, discovery of orthostat number 3  - 
40 Working shots, discovery of orthostat number 4  - 
41 Working shots, discovery of orthostat number 5  - 
42 Working shots, discovery of orthostat number 6  - 
43 Working shots, discovery of orthostat number 7  - 
44 Working shots, discovery of orthostat number 8  - 
45 NW cell- NE wall 234/ 235  NW 
46 NW cell- NE wall 234/ 236 & [211] NE 
47 NW cell- NE wall 234/ 236 & [105] SE 
48 NW cell- NE wall 234/ 236 & [105] SW 
49 NW cell- NE wall 234/ 236 & [105] W 
50 SW cell NE 
51 SW cell NE 
52 SW cell N 
53 SW cell NE 
54 Area to N of S cist, pre-ex NE 
55 Area to N of S cist, pre-ex NE 
56 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
57 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
58 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
59 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
60 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
61 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
62 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
63 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
64 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
65 Working shot, skeleton SK1  - 
66 Skeleton (237) NE 
67 Skeleton (237) NE 
68 Skeleton (237) NE 
69 Skeleton (237) NE 
70 Detail skeleton (237) NE 
71 Detail skeleton (237) NE 
72 Detail skeleton (237) NE 
73 Skeleton (237) NE 
74 Skeleton (237) N 
75 Skeleton (237) N 
76 Skeleton (237) NE 
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Frame Description Direction 
of shot 

77 Detail skeleton (237) NE 
78 Detail skeleton (237) NE 
79 Skeleton (237) NE 
80 Skeleton (237) NE 
81 Geo-rectified shot skeleton (237) N 
82 Geo-rectified shot skeleton (237) N 
83 Skeleton (237) N 
84 Skeleton (237) N 
85 Central cist, fully excavated NE 
86 Central cist, fully excavated N 
87 Central cist, fully excavated NE 
88 Layer (240), pre-ex W 
89 Layer (240), pre-ex W 
90 Stone packing (136) to N of S cist N 
91 Stone packing (136) to N of S cist N 
92 Stone packing (136) to N of S cist N 

 

Batch 2: 

Frame Description Direction 
of shot 

1 Centre of cist & packing stones (244) behind cist SE 

2 Centre of cist & packing stones (244) behind cist SE 

3 Centre of cist & packing stones (244) around it NE 
4 Centre of cist & packing stones (244) around it NE 
5 Orthostat (229) prior to excavation W 
6 Orthostat (229) prior to excavation W 
7 Central area, SW stall floor (215) & [239] SE 
8 Central area, SW stall floor (215) & [239] SE 
9 Central area, SW stall floor (215) & [239] SE 
10 Central area, SW stall floor (215) & [239] SE 
11 Central area, SW stall floor (215) & [239] SE 
12 Central area, SW stall floor (215) & [239] SE 
13 Central area, SW stall floor (215) & [239] SE 
14 East area- first clean of new extension W 
15 East area- first clean of new extension, orthostats 

[235] & [242] 
W 

16 East area- first clean of new extension, orthostats 
[235] & [242] 

NW 

17 Working shot of (293) NW 
18 Working shot of (293) NW 
19 Close- up of possible hammerstone SF #110 in-situ  - 
20 Close- up of possible hammerstone SF #110 in-situ  - 

21 HGC11 S end of trench after initial clean SW 
22 HGC11 N end &orthostat after initial clean SW 
23 HGC11 working shot whole trench SW 
24 HGC11 general shot of trench (1001) SW 
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Frame Description Direction 
of shot 

25 HGC11 general shot of trench (1001) SW 
26 HGC11 general shot of trench (1001) NE 
27 Orthostat [1004] (HGC11) NW 
28 Orthostat [1005] 7 [1006] SW 
29 HGC orthostat [1002] NE 
30 HGC11 orthostat SW 
31 North end of trench (1007) & (1008) SW 
32 HGC11 general view of trench NW 
33 Layer (247) below base, packing stones NE 
34 Packing stones beside central cist NE 
35 Packing stones beside central cist N 
36 Packing stones beside central cist NW 
37 Charcoal in-situ E 
38 Charcoal in-situ E 
39 Charcoal in-situ E 
40 HGC general working shots  - 
41 HGC general working shots  - 
42 HGC general working shots  - 
43 HGC general working shots  - 
44 HGC general working shots  - 
45 HGC11, wall [1010 & [1011] with part of [1004] & 

[1002] 
SE 

46 HGC11, wall [1010 & [1011] with part of [1004] & 
[1002] 

NE 

47 HGC11, wall [1010 & [1011] and [1002] NW 
48 HGC11, wall [1010 & [1011] with part of [1004] & 

[1002] 
NW 

49 HGC11 orthostat [1002] etc in N. end SW 
50 HGC11, general shot of trench SW 
51 Central area, surface (249) S 
52 Central area, surface (249) E 
53 HGC11 working shot, trench extension NW 
54 HGC11 working shot, trench extension NW 
55 HGC11 SE end, trench extension SE 
56 HGC11 SE end, trench extension NW 
57 HGC11, pre-ex of (1012) SE 
58 Central area (250) & (215) SE 
59 RBC11, red clay patch (243) against slab [122] S 
60 RBC11, red clay patch (243) against slab [122] S 

 

Batch 3: 

Frame Description Direction 
of shot 

1 Stone packing (223)/ (224) & capstone [254] W 
2 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) SE 
3 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) SE 
4 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) NE 
5 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) NE 
6 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) SW 
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Frame Description Direction 
of shot 

7 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) SW 
8 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) NW 
9 Levelling layers beneath W cist [262] & (241) NW 
10 Central area scoop [265] half section SSE 
11 Central area scoop [265] half section ENE 
12 Packing stones and capstone [254] W 
13 Packing stones and capstone [254] SE 
14 Packing stones and capstone [254] W 
15 E cist   
16 E cist E  
17 E cist NNW 
18 E cist SSE 
19 S cist after removal of 50% of (261) & 1 stone of 

[262] 
SE 

20 S cist after removal of 50% of (261) & 1 stone of 
[262] 

SE 

21 Central area post-ex (215) SE 
22 Central area post-ex (215) SE 
23 Central area post-ex (215) SE 
24 Central area post-ex (215) SW 
25 Central area post-ex (215) & orthostat [211] SW 
26 Central area post-ex (215) & orthostat [211] SW 
27 Central floor layers (266) & (267), pre-ex NE 
28 Detail capstone [254] W 
29 Capstone [254] W 
30 Capstone [254] W 
31 Central (post-ex), orthostat (105) and (272) NE 
32 Central (post-ex), orthostat (105) and (272) NE 
33 Central (post-ex), orthostat (105) and (272) NE 
34 Detail of wall [252] and orthostat [235] NNW 
35 Detail of wall [252] and orthostat [235] and wall 

[234] 
NNW 

36 Working shot of levelling stones [262] SE 
37 Central [275] NW 
38 Central [275] NW 
39 Skeleton 2, working shots W 
40 Skeleton 2, working shots W 
41 Skeleton 2, working shots W 
42 Skeleton 2, working shots W 
43 Skeleton 2, working shots W 
44 Post hole [275] post ex SE 
45 NW stall, post-ex central SE 
46 NW stall, post-ex central SE 
47 Skeleton 2 (278) full extent SW 
48 Skeleton 2 (278) full extent SW 
49 Skeleton 2 (278) full extent SW 
50 Skeleton 2 (278) full extent SW 
51 Skeleton 2 (278) full extent SW 
52 Skeleton 2 (278) full extent SW 
53 Skeleton 2 (278) full extent SW 




